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Foreword
When The Matthew Project asked us for ideas for engaging
their groups in the creative writing process, we began a deeper
conversation about voice: who gets to have their words printed?
Who gets to be heard? This question – this right – lies at the heart of
this anthology.
We decided to set up a project together that gave people in
addiction recovery opportunities to explore their voices through
the written word, via a series of creative writing workshops as
part of their recovery programme. We enlisted two of National
Centre for Writing’s freelance creative writing tutors and put them
together with our Creative Leader volunteers who were graduates
from UEA’s creative writing programmes: Margaret Meyer, a writer
whose specialism lies in creative writing for therapeutic practice,
worked alongside Yin Lim; and Lewis Buxton, a poet/performer and
workshop leader, was supported by Khal Botteril. Together they
made an exceptional team. We asked them to develop the sessions
in a way that allowed those involved to take their writing – and their
voices – exactly where they wanted. There were never any explicit
instructions given around writing about direct experience, yet what
comes through is often just that. There is a rawness and honesty to
the writing that is testament to the skill and sensitivity of the tutors
in bringing those voices to the page.
Marie Clements and her team of volunteers from The Matthew
Project are behind the creation of a space where this can happen,
putting the wishes and needs of the writers before all else. The
writers’ trust in The Matthew Project has helped make this anthology
possible, so thank you to them. As project partners we have all
been on a journey, learning the vital ingredients required to make a
creative writing programme like this happen: time, trust and always
listening to those who have something to say.
Hannah Garrard
Learning & Participation Manager
National Centre for Writing
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Introduction
In one of my first sessions at The Matthew Project I said to a man
called Cameron that if there was a prize for best haircut of the day, he,
with his blonde, well combed quiff which stood confidently above his
intelligent eyes, should win that prize. He nodded at me and reacted
as most people react when they receive an unexpected compliment
from a poet – with confusion. But the thing I liked about Cameron’s
hair was that there was obviously time and thought that had gone
into it. My own hair appears to be a messy, unkempt and voluminous
entity, but I actually spend a whole heap of time crafting and building
it up each morning, so I appreciated the effort that Cameron was
making. It gave the sense that even though he and I and the building
we were in were still very much ‘under construction’, there were
some things we still had control of and could be proud of.
The writer Rebecca Solnit says that ‘a poem is as much a made
thing as a chair, and sometimes more useful.’ I feel that in the three
months I spent at The Matthew Project we made something as the
building was made around us. What did we build? A community? A
story? Some poems? A new haircut? Yes, but we also built Stephen’s
confidence; we heard David’s loud, beautiful Norfolk accent battle
against the drills next door; we watched Karen’s poems become
stronger and stronger like new partition walls; we saw Andy’s hands
carefully, precisely make a small poem and then the following week,
just as delicately, decorate cup cakes. But it’s more than a material
thing, when you walk in the doors of The Matthew Project you feel
something: a pulse, a heartbeat, a lifeline, sometimes a literal one.
I spend most of my working life at my desk alone writing poems.
Isolation, Ashley tells me in our first session, is one of the hardest
parts of addiction. Every Tuesday for six weeks Ashley sits down in a
plastic chair and listens politely as I rant on about poems that I love.
I think he does this because Ashley realises how much it means to be
in a room full of people actually talking about something (anything?).
Isolation and loneliness are felt keenly, and as a writer I glimpse for
a second what some of the members of The Matthew Project go
through every day.
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But this small connection between us is vital. Communication is
vital and I think that poetry is the best form of communication in
the world right now. This is because poems are espresso shots of
literature. They contain, packed into their small cup, so much power
and energy. Communication is what so many of the members of our
group need. They need someone to hear their story, their jokes, their
silliness, to compliment their hair, to listen, and say yes, that is a valid
experience. And so do I. So do us all. Poems are like people: they all
go at their own pace, have their own way of telling stories, their own
strange logic.
In my final session with The Matthew Project, after the usual thanks
and acknowledgements, Cameron raised his hand and asked if he
could say one more thing. Today, he said, it’s you Lewis who goes
home with the prize for best hair cut. I felt flattered that he had
noticed. But we both knew this wasn’t about haircuts. Cameron,
David, Stephen, Ro, Yvette, Alec, Jim, Andy, Jack, Lisa, Karen, Stephen,
Ashley – all of them, had noticed me, and I had noticed them. We
shared stories, poems, jokes, compliments. We communicated.
None of this could have been done without the unstoppable
organisational forces of Marie and Kay at The Matthew Project,
Hannah Garrard at the National Centre for Writing, and Margaret
Meyer, who tutored the first group of writers – so thank you to them.
A final thank you goes to Beks, who was like scaffolding keeping my
workshops standing up. You are the best.
Lewis Buxton
Poet and workshop tutor
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Where am I From?
Stephen

I’m from brothers and sisters that didn’t get on,
I’m from having sex for the first time in the underpass
And feeling like a million dollars.
I’m from shamelessly stealing other people’s ideas,
And passing them off as my own.
I’m from a day of civil disobedience that lasted for ever.
I’m from being scared at night on the way home.
I’m from peace plans that involved guns and roses.
I’m from hand-me-downs that I was proud to wear.
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Howe the Fanny Lyrics
After Fanny Howe
Stephen

Eternity is black,
Infinity is blue.
Deserts are yellow
And rivers are green.
Beliefs are orange,
Horizons are silver.
Small is red,
Big is shiny.
Memories are golden.
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Do You Understand
K

Addicts are always seen as scum of the earth,
Been that way since birth,
Don’t be around them they’re cursed,
They’ll just steal from your house or purse.
Has anyone actually looked at one,
And thought understandingly where had it all begun?
We weren’t born with knives or guns,
Expect to deal with losing a daughter or a son,
Having no home and constantly on the run.
What about thinking they are a human being,
And there’s more to it than what you’re seeing.
Could you cope with the fear they hold,
Holding so much shame they think their heart is cold,
Not having the knowledge to break the mould,
Or forgetting the things there’ve been called or told.
They don’t wanna use they have no choice,
They say we don’t feel but our eyes are always moist.
They’re unwantedly controlled by a liquid or powder,
Not knowing how to get through the next hour,
But unfortunately, the addiction shouts louder.
If you looked through the addict and pulled out the person,
You yourself would stop cursing,
Realise the extent of the pain they have been nursing,
And how many masks they have been rehearsing.
Addicts are generally talented good people,
Who cover their feelings with being lethal.
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So look again when you see one of us,
Because we are trapped and think death is a must,
We have strong hearts but they are covered in tortured dust,
As no one has given us the time to bite further than the crust.
Even addicts deserve a chance,
But give them time as they won’t prance,
To let their life, which was stolen, enhance,
So their eyes can once more be filled with the right emotion and dance.
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Norwich Limerick
Jack

I remember a man from Norwich
whose son had run out of porridge
he said with a grin
Did you let Goldilocks in?
Yeah she was hungry that poor bitch.
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Kings Lynn Limerick
Jack

I remember being in Kings Lynn
when a dwarf kicked me in the shin
I screamed ‘You’re a loony!’
He just gave me a moony
then promptly fell over a bin.
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10 Things
Jack

Supping seared steaks
sitting in my flat in South Africa
cat sleeping soundly on my sofa.
I gaze at her eyes, electric blue
colour changing, charged emotions,
smell of burning hair,
rage, ruthless regret.
As a sly snake, she makes me chuckle
turning tension to
sweet and sunny.
Tomorrow may be grey
but it’ll be OK
with my love.
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Untitled
Jim

There’s lots of demons in my heart
that want to bring the devil out
of me.
But I intoxicate, consume myself
with alcohol and drugs.
Out of my head, don’t want to
be dead.
Trying to be myself, but have
I just been put on the shelf?
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Boomy-Sunny-Shaky
Andy

Boom Boom Boom
Sun Sun Sun
Shaky Shaky Shaky

Sound of guns
Burn Burn Burn
What I do
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Life

Andy

One of the most amazing things I have seen.
Instead of having and enjoying life
they had to put up with mum and dad’s strife.
One of the most amazing things I have seen
is how my children have bounced back
after having such a shit start to life.
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I

Andy & G

I have a disease of the brain
Addiction is my name
I go around and around in circles
Drives me insane
Its rock bottom, it’s dark
All I need is a fuckin spark
I can’t believe I’m in the same place
I feel like a fuckin head case
I know I need to change
I’m stuck in a cage
I keep falling in, head in a spin
I open my eyes
And all I’m stuck with is my own lies
I know it’s my fault
And can see a way out of this cult
I know longer have to do it
I can walk right through it
Sunshine and fun
I now no longer need my gun
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Lost

Ashley

I remember being alone
kicked out of home
just fifteen years’ old
out in the cold
no one understood me
felt no one ever would
sleeping on a friend’s sofas scared and lost
thought I’d never be here, felt no one gives a toss
breaking into cars all because the ease
open up the door just like a summer breeze
now I know the pain
lost crying on my knees.
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Untitled
Ashley

One of the most amazing things is life:
the ups and downs the struggles, the strife.
One life starts, another ends
but life carries on, it curves round the bends.
One of the most amazing things is the rain
how it cleans everything, this dust, the pollution,
the air that we breathe, the smog that we see,
the microbes we don’t, pulling them down,
Trapped in a boat.
		

The rain is amazing, keeping me afloat

As I lay here amazing, in a boat.
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Anonymous Memoir
Lisa

I remember watching her born into the jaws of a concrete jungle. The
tower blocks all waiting in line to have a bite, she looks tasty. I want
a piece of that, sweet tasting innocent girl, her innocence means she
won’t taste bitter. I will chew her slowly but I will not spit her out. I will
shit her out.
But not before I have used her for my own gratification. I will groom
her, trick her, if I can trick her I will kidnap her. She will look good in
the boot of a Scirocco. She will do as I say. A gun to the head might
help or a bitch slap? Yeah, both, definitive both. God, this girl won’t
stay down.
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Black Rainbow
Lisa

There is a black rainbow in my heart
that wants to get out.
So we have this battle everyday
but I know there will be no winner.
There is a black rainbow in my
heart, but no pot of gold at the end,
maybe pennies?
I know pennies can be saved
and saved for a rainy day.
There is a black rainbow in my heart
dragging the dark gloomy weather
behind her,
the sun will be out soon so
I hope she changes her colour.
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Guilt

Karen L Hamilton

The guilt penetrates through me
like a bullet ricocheting through my soul
fired point blank
destroying my body like lightning
igniting my insides
causing damage irreparable
undetectable to the human eye
yet more fierce more destructible
than any emotion ever felt before
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Six Word Story
Karen L Hamilton

“Don’t leave” She cried; walking away
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The Pressure Cooker of my Mind
Karen L Hamilton

As I walk the tightrope
on the edge of sanity
I silently scream
making my pleas.
Shall I topple either way,
lose my footing in a daze?
Which side will I land?
If I land at all
where will I fall?
Fooling you,
fooling me.
Inside my mind I make my plea:
Please help me understand
what I don’t know.
I make my way on tippy-toes,
living life on a throe
throw away, throw my mind
I need to leave my past behind.
Behind me is another door,
The door I think I’m striving for.
I need to turn; I need to go,
for you, for me, for who, who knows?
Follow me, keep me safe
trying not to contemplate.
I’m scared, I’m lost, I’ve lost my mind,
I’m wondering who is behind.
Behind it all or is it fate?
Because of all the mess I’ve made.
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She’s a Little Runaway
Karen

I want to write a poem
but I don’t know where to start,
my mind is slowly slowing;
too much traffic from my heart.
The roads are full and busy
people getting in my way,
each motor holds a story
each one has too much to say.
Those traffic lights and stop signs
are just getting on my nerves.
All I see are splattered flies
that my windscreen has reserved.
A dice with death, no regrets
it’s all sounding so absurd.
Here I am, my fate is met
yet still standing on this earth.
I’m not alone though I groan
I am not alone, but all
loneliness is subsequent
to an inner deeper fall.
I fall and fall, fall again;
do you start to get the gist?
Made the same mistakes again
swerving quick, I nearly missed
The road I’m meant to pass through
it’s the road I’m meant to choose,
the road that holds the good views
it’s the road I need to use.
My brakes slam on, I am strong.
Yes. I’m stronger than I think.
Traffic jams I don’t belong;
jump to ship or else I’ll sink!
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A New Me
Karen

New home, new road
new life, new leaf
new page for me
to place my feet.
New dreams, new hopes
new thoughts, new goals
or are they old
just like ‘new’ Gold?
Gleaming, polished
and sparkling,
they’re fitting like
the perfect ring.
They’ve swept me up
and pulled me in.
Right here, right now
my life begins.
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Stuck and Pissed Off
Ro

The heart is a curved road
I find this exercise really difficult
I have no creative flow.
I don’t want to sound silly
and whatever I write will be silly
and stupid because I can’t think of anything.
I have no imagination so I’m just stuck
and pissed off that I’m having to do
this silly exercise.
The heart is a curved road.
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I

Next Steps Group

I’m here to tell you
Why do I have this habit, that I pretend, don’t see
I’m here to tell you
I can pretend it’s not my fault, but can I turn around immediately
I’m here to tell you
There’s a glimmer of hope
A shimmer of light
Fight, Breathe, Believe
I’m here to tell you
I have a disease of the brain
Addiction is my name
I’m here to tell you
I know I need to change
I’m stuck in a cage
I’m here to tell you
I have a thought, I keep returning to the same place
I’m here to tell you
One man’s meat is another’s poison
Some prefer drink, some prefer hoisin
I’m here to tell you
If you fall, then you’ll believe
I’m here to tell you
I don’t want my addiction
to end as everyone’s prediction
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Untitled
Cameron

1
I am a dead man walking, I am glass and a mirror, I see all and I
don’t like reality. Perception is my downfall, scathing, critical and
destructive, Machiavellian in thought, word and deed. I am to be
avoided, not trusted and dark. I have no purpose.
2
Today, I am a mirror of myself, reflective, back to front looking
outward but feeling inward, I am a product of my past that was not
me, I was and will be. I am lost in transition, my perceptions are now.
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King

Cameron

Wooden, carved, representation, grain, a carved cross. A game
piece. Vertical, tactile, manipulation, tactics, competition, challenge,
male iconography, a king on his own, a kingdom for a horse. A king
with no subjects, everything and nothing. The ultimate authority,
the last man standing. From vertical to horizontal. The game is up.
Win or lose. Powers tends to corrupt and absolute power corrupts
absolutely, great men are almost always bad men.
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I’m From
David P

A place that tried to love but never made it
I’m from a place that was dark and foreboding
I’m from a place of violence and ridicule
I’m from a place of bully me you cunt and I’ll rip your fucking head off
I’m from a place of blooming and blossoming
I’m from a place of love
I’m from a place of be better to my kids
I’m from a place of learning
I’m from a place of vulnerability and confusion
I’m from a place of pride
I’m from a place of fear
I’m from a place of hope, empathy and understanding
I’m from a place of regret
I’m from a place of now what?
I’m from a place of future dreams, future loves
I’m from a place of heartache and despair
I’m from a place of tears for loves lost
I’m from a place of confusion and all of the above
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Untitled
David P

There are people who will tell you cunt is taboo
But sometimes in life it’s the only word that’ll do
Ultimately offensive
Don’t get defensive
It’s not about gender or sex, being PC
It’s about using a word that just describes thee
For what you have done, for what you are
You are a cunt blah de blah
But we need a new word
To describe bigger turds
It’s lost its bite
Has no fight
People like Trump, and our own dipshit lump
Need a new word
Cos cunt is now blunt
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Weird Shopping List
David P

Aardvark
Spacecraft
Blue Dulux paint
Striped paint
Sky hooks
Poo bags
Bicycle pump
Balloons
Penny chews
Mints
Energy drink
Panda fur
Bag of mist
A life
A six pack
Triceps
Biceps Jelly tots Panda Pops
Kia Ora
Sherman Tank
Drone
Dog bone
Gramophone
An eye patch
Toe nail clippings
Bag for life
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Untitled
David P

I fumble for the phone
Read the silver bullets of your kiss
Pierce my heart and push me in the abyss
It’s dark down here
Cold
& hurt
Frostbite and pain
I wallow and drown
Swallowed by the mire
Suffocating
Exhilarating pain
You’ve killed me again
And again
And again
I hurt with intensity
Like a blowtorch in my eye
My heart my aorta filled with shattered ground glass
Eyes dulled
Tears roll tears of acid
You’re a virus for which there’s no cure
You haunt me
Crush me
A snow capped mountain on my head
Never to be lifted
Never to be climbed
Never to be found
Buried and bound
Spellbound
No sound
Silence
Oblivion
An eternity of nothing
Aaaarghhhh.
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The Game

Kath, K, Joe & Marie

Why wherever I went did I leave a hurricane?
Inescapable compulsions feel insane
My body, my head can’t cope with this pain
Who does this belong to? As I hold the cup of blame
Where am I, who am I, what’s even my name
Searching and Scheming for someone to maim
Tarnished by opinions, but will they stain
Explain, explain, explain, all I do is explain
Change your perception and you can abstain
I can now put to bed the cause of my pain
Move to the light and up my game
Survival is now my aim, keeping on track just like a train
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The Wallet Is..
Yvette

Your life,
your soul,
your number one.
It’s black
it’s open
it is your heart
and can mean money
But please beware loss of this item,
Your life
your soul
Your number one
can go in an instant
Can bring heartbreak
can close feelings
can cause an empty space & freedom.
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How To Comfort
Alec

When comforting a kindness friend
remember it’s their heart to fix
We listen, love and look to mend
our words can hurt like stones & sticks
A noble word does little good
a kind one defeats the lie
To solve themselves is what they should do
to label faults and workout why.
The terror world is full of shit
so give the tools to handle it.
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Rage is Not
Alec

Rage is laughter, not slaughter
Rage is ‘You stupid bastard man’ at the PS4
			
not the death of man
Rage is garlic on the floor not violence
			at the door.
Rage is inedible fried chicken, not kicking
				a kitten.
Rage is church bound combat knights, not
			
falling into real fights.
Rage is read inside yourself, not
		
red outside yourself.
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Bluebird
Stephen

There is a hole in my heart, a terrible emptiness that I so want to be rid of.
I have tried everything:
vodka, more vodka and even more vodka,
no amount works.
I have no problem with whores, bar tenders, tinkers, tailors, soldiers, sailors,
rich men, poor men, beggar men and thieves.
I may be a secret drinker
but they all know,
they all know only too well.
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One of the most amazing of things is
Stephen

the first cigarette of the day,
it greets me like an old friend.
I light up the cigarette, then it lights me up.
“Good morning Stephen it calls.”
Another day, another dollar.
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